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ABSTRACT 
 
 Konstantin Stanislavsky said the theatre is the only place left where people can see true 

communication. Theatre strives for a sense of truth in interactions and relationships. Theatre is a 

field of immediate judgment because actors are judged the moment they set foot on stage; 

audiences need only a few moments to decide whether or not the actor’s communication is 

genuine. Actors maintain the illusion of their fictional world through effective communication. 

Hence, whenever actors’ onstage communication does not appear genuine, they have in a sense 

blown their cover, “When an individual [like an actor] enters the presence of others, they 

commonly seek to acquire information about him… [which helps the audience] define the 

situation, enabling [them] to know in advance… what they may expect of him” (Goffman, 1959). 

Audiences “buy” genuine communication behavior over behavior that appears false. Audiences 

judge the quality of the illusion by the quality of the communication. 

 This thesis explores the maturation of onstage communication’s collaborative skills of 

authentic listening, working off one another, and pace of the scenes. Although communication 

scholars like Milton Mayfield and Michael Kramer studied organizational hierarchy and 

negotiating roles within theatres, actors’ abilities of working off one another is a relatively 

untapped communication phenomenon. There are few case studies exploring how onstage 

communication grows alongside an ensemble’s development. This qualitative case study follows 

a theatre ensemble’s growth from a set of strangers to a group of friends. Communication 

theories such as leadership styles theory and situational leadership theory work alongside acting 

communication theories from Sanford Meisner and Declan Donnellan. The researcher is an actor 

in the ensemble and a participant in the case study.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Interpersonal Communication and Competence 

The term interpersonal communication refers to the “verbal and nonverbal interaction 

between two (or sometimes more than two) interdependent people” (DeVito, 2013).  For this 

study, interdependent means they are connected through genuine listening and responding to the 

nuances of what the other person really does, not simply repeating what they did the night 

before. These connected individuals have a variety of goals, contexts, conflicts, cultures, 

communication styles, and consequences. The communicators send messages back and forth 

simultaneously and provide feedback. People vary in interpersonal competence, which is 

described as, “[one’s] ability to communicate effectively. [One’s] competence includes… 

knowing how to adjust [one’s] communication according to the context of the interaction, the 

person with whom [one is] interacting, and a host of other factors” (DeVito, 2013). The 

communication context thus influences how you communicate and any adjustments you make.  

Given Circumstances 

In the theatre, communication context translates to a term called given circumstances. 

Actors and directors use the given circumstances of a written scene to guide their onstage 

communication. Directors read the play and analyze the given circumstances to comprehend 

many communication clues like where the characters are, what cultural rules they have to 

consider, what their goals are, what their relationships are like, and what their obstacles are. The 

director uses the given circumstances he/she gets from the script to formulate his/her 

interpretation of the show. The actors also formulate their own ideas from the script, and (with 

deference to the director) collaborate on their interpretation of the story. Solid knowledge of the 

given circumstances creates a flexible mindfulness the actor maintains onstage. 
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Mindfulness vs. Mindlessness 

Interpersonal communication mindfulness “a state of mental awareness; in a mindful 

state you’re conscious of your reasons for thinking or communicating in a particular way. And, 

especially important in interpersonal communication, you become aware of your choices. You 

act with awareness of your available choices” (Langer, 1989). In contrast, mindlessness is “a 

lack of conscious awareness of your thinking or communicating” (Langer, 1989). If you are not 

mindful of what you communicate or why you send the messages you do, your communication 

potentially lacks clarity and you run the risk of misconceptions and missed messages. Therefore, 

mastery of mindfulness over mindlessness ensures a higher accuracy of successful message 

interpretation, keeps you open to new information and points of view, and prevents you from 

relying too heavily on first impressions. 

Mindfulness Onstage 

 Acting requires a unique form of mindfulness. Acting requires communication that is 

repeated throughout rehearsals and multiple shows, but every night’s performance needs to be 

fresh and not look like a staged routine. Acting is the reality of doing, and thus it must look like 

real life (within limits) as opposed to a staged illusion. It is difficult to avoid falling into the trap 

of reproducing what happened the night before instead of playing the moment, “We have the 

rehearsed the play, made a multitude of choices, we’ve learned the words and mastered the 

blocking. So, ‘We already know’ (what will happen next) and, we must not know…So how do 

we ‘not know,’ not anticipate, not get ahead of where we are” (Silverberg, 1994). This is where 

mindfulness comes in, because acting demands a state of readiness and familiarization with the 

given circumstances and the demands the character’s body, situation, other actor, and setting 

make on the character. If you are not relying on the first impressions you got in front of last 
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night’s audience, you may feel open to make a new choice, hear something differently, or have a 

different reaction to something that happens onstage. An extreme version of this is method 

acting, where the actor believes he truly has become the character and becomes lost in the role to 

the point where the character becomes their reality, “The extraordinary thing about [method] 

acting is that life itself is actually used to create artistic results…That actual reality is the 

material of our craft” (Strasberg, 1965).  

Noise 

 There is noise (distortions of a message) in any communication context. It is “anything 

that prevents the receiver from receiving the message” (DeVito, 2013). It can be physical, 

physiological, psychological, or semantic. Noise can be not hearing someone, perceiving a 

different meaning, but it can also be a bias or preconceived idea. Psychological noise is an issue 

when “you talk with someone who is closed-minded or who refuses to listen to anything he or 

she doesn’t already believe” (DeVito, 2013). Noise inhibits a message’s clarity for both the 

receiver, but also the source; in addition to noise interfering with a receiver’s message 

interpretation, noise also interferes with “how members express themselves” (Engleberg & 

Wynn, 2013).  

Block 

 There is a self-inflicted noise in acting called block. Block is “an overwhelming 

awareness of being alone, a creeping sense of being both responsible and powerless, unworthy 

and angry, too small, too big, too cautious” (Donnellan, 2002). It is an awkward self-awareness 

where the actor is worried how he/she comes across, instead of focusing on the script’s message. 

Block hurts the actor physically and psychologically; the actor finds himself/herself asking 

questions like, “I don’t know what I’m doing/what I want/who I am/where I am/how I should 
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move/what I should feel/what I’m saying/ what I’m playing” (Donnellan, 2002). Block is thus a 

mental/physical paralysis that stops the sender from clearly communicating their message to their 

receiver. It usually centers on a misguided sense of playing the problem onstage, or playing the 

scene’s emotion. It focuses on a type of being instead of a specific kind of doing, “When you do 

something, you don’t pretend to do it, you really do it… It is when we have made the meaning of 

these acts extremely personal and specifically meaningful that we are able to accept them and 

live them out as if they are real” (Silverberg, 1994). This is true of method acting and Meisner 

acting; method acting says use your real past to personalize actions, whereas Meisner says use 

your imagination to stir real feelings. There are exceptions to the reality of doing, like stabbing 

someone onstage or getting drunk, but most actions like reading a book or writing a note have to 

be real to clearly communicate what you are doing. The actor can play actions, but not emotions. 

An actor cannot play “angry,” but he/she can authentically argue with their scene partner to the 

point where it naturally angers them. If the actor removes his/her block and focuses on the reality 

of doing more than playing the problem, he/she will more clearly communicate his/her message. 

Listening from a Communication Perspective 

 Listening is a cycle of receiving, understanding, remembering, evaluating, and 

responding. It is recognized as one of the most important of all interpersonal communication 

skills because it helps people learn about one another and enjoy one another’s company. 

Listening also helps people relate to one another or influence the other person. There are many 

barriers that prevent active listening, like premature judgments, “{premature judgment} is 

assuming you know what the speaker is going to say- so there’s no need to really listen… As a 

speaker, it’s often wise to assume that listeners will do exactly this, so it may be helpful to make 

clear that what you’re saying will be unexpected” (DeVito, 2013). Listeners often draw 
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conclusions too quickly on incomplete evidence; concentrated listening better helps avoid 

rushing judgment and waiting for all the speaker’s information. Listening is part of one’s 

communication context because it is situational, “[one’s] style of listening should vary with the 

situation, and each situation will call for a somewhat different combination of listening styles. 

[One]… (should) listen differently depending on [one’s] purpose, [one’s] conversational 

partners, and the type of message” (DeVito, 2013). Listening thus demands a flexibility that has 

to adapt to something unexpected occurring during an interaction. Poor listeners are inflexible, 

whereas strong listeners can better adapt. The best way to adapt is to work on active listening 

skills; listeners make an active effort to effectively understand and respond to their partner, 

“Listeners who… make an active effort to understand their partners, and that care and 

consideration are usually much appreciated… they are responsive, and that’s a good thing. 

Active listening is likely to help smooth the inevitable rough spots any relationship encounters” 

(Miller, 2012). Responsiveness shows more care and helps smooth the communication. 

Active Onstage Listening 

 Listening is selective and should be mindful; nobody can hear everything that comes 

his/her way, and there is always some discrimination in what you hear. Listening develops fast 

decision-making and working with the other actor. By “working off the other person,” I refer to 

Sanford Meisner’s 1987 prescriptions of “‘Don’t do anything unless something happens to make 

you do it.’ That’s one of them. The second is ‘What you do doesn’t depend on you; it depends on 

the other fellow’”. Actors should respond to what someone does onstage and make themselves as 

physically and mentally available for the other actor. When actors respond to what the other 

actor does versus how they think it should go, the communication is not as rigid or visually 

controlled. If the communication looks more natural, it carries a stronger sense of truth. Paul 
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Neal Rohrer describes making yourself available onstage as “an exercise that is best performed 

with tools that require an open, relaxed, and sensitive heart, mind and soul” (2005). If someone 

physically limits their listening to only their ears, they will limit what they hear. In order to 

become a more effective onstage listener, you have to use your entire body because in acting 

“listening with just our ears is a way in which we are lying to ourselves. We are choosing not to 

hear the whole truth… Listening involves more than what we hear with our ears” (Rohrer, 2005). 

The whole body is necessary because nonverbal cues such as body language, heart rate, 

temperature, and nervousness affect listening. Our spirit and heart affect more of our bodies than 

our ears; therefore, they can “translate what we are hearing in ways our eyes or our ears are 

unable” (Rohrer, 2005). This is especially helpful when performing in front of an audience, 

because the more clearly one’s entire body responds to what one is hearing, the more invested 

one looks to the audience. The audience does not hear what one hears; they see how what one 

hears affects him/her. Responding with one’s whole body gives clues to how one feels and 

strengthens one’s communication, whether an audience follows one’s story or one communicates 

empathy to one’s partner in real life. 

Nonverbal Functioning 

 Nonverbal messages have many meanings. Scholars study what these messages look like, 

what they do, and why they are sent. Nonverbal messages often work together to send a unified 

message to avoid confusion. Scholars debate over functioning specifics, but the general 

consensus is that nonverbal messages serve five major purposes: “(1) creating first impressions 

and person perceptions, (2) sending relational messages,” such as closeness, intimacy, and 

distance, (3) expressing emotion, (4) enabling people to send mixed or deceptive messages, and 

(5) sending messages of power and persuasion” (Guerrero & Hecht, 2008). Since nonverbal 
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communication provides significant insight into one’s messages, it is paramount for actors to use 

nonverbal messages to help the audience clearly follow the onstage story. Actors create 

impressions, guide relationships, and indicate power and status onstage. 

An Evolution of Onstage Danger: Rehearsals 

 Rehearsals must feel safe so the performances can be dangerous. Theatre ensembles 

develop an environment of frequent failing and experimenting to find what works and what does 

not work for a scene. An ensemble usually begins sitting around a table and reading the script. 

Then, they experiment in blocking (where the actors stand and move) without too much concern 

over finer details like character habits and emotional choices. As the actors memorize their lines, 

the ensemble transitions to adding more layers of character and the scene’s psychology. The 

director has to juggle all the actors’ talent levels with the scene’s movement demands and how 

quickly actors can pick up on lines and blocking. The actors have to feel they can make mistakes 

without consequence so they can get familiar with their roles. The actors also need this time to 

get a feel for how much license the director will give them. For example, does this director like 

to let the actors do what they want before reeling them in? Does the director like to give direction 

without the actors’ input, or somewhere in between? The actors and director have to get a feel for 

the other’s habits, the extent of control over what the actors do onstage, and with the other’s 

communication style as the ensemble moves from the early to late stages of rehearsal before the 

performances. 

Styles leadership theory 

 Some directors have a more autocratic than laissez-faire leadership style. Styles 

leadership theory is a communication theory regarding how those styles work. There are three 

primary categories of styles that are based on a continuum of leadership control; the traits leaders 
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exhibit determine their placement on the continuum. Autocratic leaders seek power to control the 

group’s directions, “[autocratic leaders] make many of the group’s decisions, expect followers to 

obey orders, take personal credit for group success, and tend to use reward and coercive power” 

(Engleberg & Wynn, 2013). Autocratic leaders may come across as dominating and harsh, but 

their firm leadership comes in handy during a crisis. In contrast, laissez-faire leaders let the 

group make most decisions. Laissez-faire leaders may not take much decisive action, but they 

“can generate a climate in which open communication is encouraged and rewarded” (Engleberg 

& Wynn, 2013). However, you need a mature group for a laissez-faire style to efficiently work. 

Democratic leaders fall in the middle of the control continuum; they “promote the interests of the 

group members and practice social activity” (Engleberg & Wynn, 2013). Democratic leaders 

focus on morale and collaboration, but sometimes struggle when decisions need to be finalized. 

Nevertheless, people in democratic groups “usually enjoy work more” (Engleberg & Wynn, 

2013). 

Situational leadership theory 

 Situational leadership theory claims effective leaders adapt their leadership styles and 

strategies depending on the group’s situation. Leaders are task-motivated or relationship-

motivated depending on what the group needs to focus on, “every situation has three important 

dimensions: leader-member relations, task structure, and power” (Chemers & Fiedler, 2013). 

What does the group’s task require from its members? How are the members’ current 

relationships moving the group closer or further away from accomplishing the task? How do 

different kinds of power (resource, legitimate, expert, or referent) help or inhibit completing that 

task? Finally, what situations demand certain kinds of power, relationships, and task structure 

over others? 
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Motivating Language Model Used By Group Leaders 

 Jacqueline and Milton Mayfield designed a model to document how employers use 

positive language to improve workers’ loyalty.  It is “a road map for the design of leader trust 

development… [the model] gives leaders a broader perspective on which types of 

communication will be most suitable for diverse organizational settings. On a practical level, 

leaders can use the Motivating Language Model to determine a comprehensive strategy that 

supports organizational objectives, then choose appropriate ‘best practices…’ to achieve such 

strategic goals” (Mayfield & Mayfield, 2002). Mayfield and Mayfield claim employee 

commitment is important to a group’s success, but commitment largely depends on effective 

leadership. There is a high level of positive emotion when leaders and workers are committed to 

one another. The Motivating Language Model keeps track of managerial trustworthiness, which 

is a way of employers balancing communication. Levering says efficient leaders need to be 

“toleran{t} and consisten{t}, {open} with communications, shar{e} rewards with employees, 

{follow-through on promises}, and employee support that goes beyond contractual norms” (in 

Mayfield & Mayfield, 2002). Encouraging employer communication motivates employees for 

better work. 

Communication in a Community Theater Group: Managing Multiple Group Roles  

Kramer and Shuffler conducted a study on theatre people managing group roles in an 

ensemble. People seek membership in life enrichment groups like sports, religion, or arts, and 

Kramer and Shuffler focused his research on theatre ensembles. They sought to find how theatre 

people balance working in an ensemble with their other obligations. Their work “explores the 

way individuals communicate to create and maintain their membership in the community theater 

group while simultaneously managing their roles in family, work, and other groups” (Kramer & 
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Shuffler, 2014). Kramer and Shuffler studied how theatre people schedule their rehearsals, how 

they learn their roles, and what goals they had for their production. He also asked his participants 

about their relationship with the director and how much freedom they felt they had working with 

the director.  
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
Repetition and Progress 

Does repetition of group rehearsals strengthen an ensemble’s spontaneity in their onstage 

communication, or does repeatedly drilling a scene make actors’ responses and movements 

rigid? Practice may make perfect with learning lines, but repetition may ruin an actor’s 

creativity. One may not be able to actively listen once they have listened to the same message 

night after night. Too many rehearsals may tense an actor and cut him/her off from discovering 

new ways to deliver lines or do a scene the same way over and over. Repetition may become a 

tool to guide actors, or become a noise/block for an actor’s psyche. A director’s leadership style 

may influence the way the ensemble views repetition: the ensemble could see repetition as a way 

to practice things their own way one more time in a laissez-faire environment, or they could see 

repetition as a weapon of the director’s autocratic style that the director uses to punish the actors 

for trying something different. The more actors do an onstage scene, the less the scene may 

eventually look natural in movements, line deliveries, and listening. 

Collaborative Environment 

 Does an ensemble’s onstage and offstage synergy fluctuate depending on the stage of 

rehearsal? Directors may change their relationships to the cast based on how close to opening 

night the rehearsals are. The early rehearsals may see stricter leadership and more stress because 

there is more work to do. Later rehearsals may see more positive language because the ensemble 

feels the work is getting stronger. Synergy may develop because the group spends more time 

together on and offstage. The ensemble may become more familiar with one another’s physical 

habits, rhythms, and vibes offstage from exposure to one another, and that level of comfort may 
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transfer onstage. Perhaps actors can make their relationships clearer onstage once they develop 

more of a relationship between themselves in real life.  

A Genuine Transition 

 At what point do actors stop sounding like actors and start sounding like people? The 

case may differ depending on the demands of the show and characters, the skills of the individual 

actors, and there may not be one single consistent part in the rehearsals when this happens. The 

variables may not show up all together- lines may sound genuine, but physical movement may 

still look mechanical or unjustified. A sense of truth may be hard to define or observe in constant 

behavior, but is there a point when actors appear to take things to the next level? There may be 

more authentic behavior once the actors put their scripts down and can devote their attention to 

one another instead of what line comes next in their script.  
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METHODOLOGY 

Qualitative Study 

 A qualitative analysis proved to be the ideal format for this research. Actor 

communication is a largely unexplored frontier in the communication field, and it was necessary 

to approach it from multiple methods, “in an ideal world, you would choose the method that 

would absolutely answer your research question. However, alternative explanations will exist 

regardless of which research method you choose” (Keyton, 2011). It is thus important to use 

triangulation (using multiple kinds of methods or data) to give research findings more credibility. 

This is true for researching acting, because acting demands a hybrid approach looking at it from 

a communication and an acting perspective. A communicational approach to acting uses the 

methodology and vocabulary familiar to communication scholars. It also provides 

communication theories and examples of how communication and acting are analogous subjects.  

Secondly, it is critical to study acting from an actor’s perspective because there are many 

books and papers studying the art from an actor’s perspective. Ignoring this research would 

neglect a key insight into the craft so the research can be translated to a communication 

perspective. Many topics in communication research overlap with acting theory; looking at the 

two together may provide a more complete analysis of the discipline and find more discoveries. 

In order to ensure there is enough data from both sides of the spectrum, this research will be an 

interdisciplinary triangulation. Interdisciplinary triangulation is “a variety of disciplines 

{working} together on a research project. Interdisciplinary triangulation is becoming more 

popular as communication researchers enter into highly specialized interaction environments” 

(Keyton, 2011). This project thus became an interdisciplinary triangulation because theatre is a 

highly interactive environment, and it can be approached from both a communication and acting 
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perspective. This kind of a qualitative research approach allows the project to not stay limited to 

any pre-defined variables; it lets researchers study and explore new research areas and even craft 

new theories. The purpose of this project, however, is not to generalize these findings to a 

population. This case study seeks to follow one group’s journey from early rehearsals to 

performances.  

Informant Selection 

 Participants were selected in a convenience sample. Often “the easiest way to obtain a 

sample is to choose those individuals who are convenient to use” (Keyton, 2011). It can be risky 

selecting participants out of convenience because the researcher may select participants too 

similar to one another or to the researcher. However, the theatre ensemble used in this qualitative 

study was a diverse group. Also, the researcher was already a member of the ensemble, which 

was another convenient reason to select this particular group. There were two men and two 

women in the cast. Four actors provided enough information to study in-depth; more actors 

would have required more attention and not enough depth. Each participant in the ensemble 

came from a different demographic and dramatic background; the participants’ names have been 

changed. Lance is an actor in his early-thirties; he is married with a daughter, works several jobs, 

has acted for over ten years, and has previously directed his own shows. Jesse is an actor in his 

early-twenties; he is single, a full-time university student, has acted for over five years, and 

studies multiple acting styles. Laura is an actress in her mid-sixties; she is divorced, has a big 

family, has acted for many decades, worked with the director decades ago, but in recent years 

has done fewer shows. Natalya is a woman in her early-thirties; she is Israeli, bilingual in Israeli 

and English, works as an English teacher, and has never acted before until this show. Sara was 
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the show’s director with over forty years of experience (most of them done at this theatre where 

this particular show was produced.) This ensemble performed near the University of Arizona.  

Interview Protocol and Oral Consent Form 

 Jesse (one of the actors) served as the researcher for this case study. The majority of the 

research came from day-to-day rehearsals and performances. Jesse acted in the show while 

observing the other actors’ developing behavior and relationships. However, Sara agreed to an 

interview on her directing style. A 20-minute interview was conducted before rehearsal one day 

in Sara’s office. The interview date was chosen towards the end of the rehearsal process around 

the transition to the ensemble’s performance stage. The researcher selected this date so he had 

enough time to observe the ensemble’s development by himself before consulting to hear Sara’s 

thoughts. Notes were taken, but no recordings were made. Sara agreed ahead of time for the 

interview, and was informed she did not have to answer any questions she did not want to. Sara 

was asked and answered ten questions, which seemed like enough questions for fifteen minutes. 

Sara did not have much time to spare. Kramer conducted interviews for his studies on theatre 

communication, shared leadership, and dialectical tensions. Kramer recited an oral consent form 

at every interview to inform his subjects of their rights, confidentiality, and his contact 

information in case of questions. Kramer’s oral consent form was modified to fit the current 

study and is included below:  

 
Thank you for taking the time to meet with me. As I have told you, this research is a case 

study of communication between actors and directors. As an undergraduate student at the 

University of Arizona I am interested in gaining understanding of how directors 

effectively communicate with their actors and how actors communicate with their 

directors. To accomplish that goal I will be asking you as series of questions that should 
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take 15-20 minutes. Your participation is voluntary. You may stop at any time. You do 

not have to answer any questions if you do not want to do so. To insure your 

confidentiality, I will not use your real name or the name of the production or the 

community theater group in any presentation or paper about this study. If you have any 

questions regarding the use of human subjects in research, you may contact me at 520-

256-1326 or please feel free to call my advisor Dr. Joseph Bonito at 520-621-1025. Do 

you have any questions before we begin? 

 

Interview Questions 
 
 Sara’s ten questions covered directing experience, her typical casting processes, directing 

habits, acting communication, rehearsal processes, leadership mindsets, and ensemble 

development. Sara provided narratives of her experience working with actors to develop clear 

onstage communication. She also described the kinds of things she looks for at different stages of 

the rehearsal process. Sara elaborated on different leadership styles she uses to adapt to the level 

of authentic listening and justified behavior the actors use. According to Sara, actors hit a 

saturation point of adjusting to notes before they feel blocked and cannot communicate what they 

and Sara are trying to communicate both to the audience and the other actor. She spoke about 

when relationships get rocky, how chemistry develops between actors onstage, and how the 

onstage communication develops alongside the ensemble’s real-life relationships. She talked 

about what makes a strong actor communicator and how they can remain spontaneous and 

generous of themselves onstage. Sara spoke about distractions on and offstage that affect 

communication, and how actors can become more present with one another. Sara has an exercise 

she does with her actors before every performance called Focus and Concentration, or F and C. 
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She talked about how it connects actors before the show and gives them a unified energy. Some 

of the questions pertain to how Sara deals with actors in general, while other questions pertain to 

specific actors in the show. The ten questions are included below: 

 

 

Questions:  

1. How long have you directed? 

2. Let’s go back to the casting process- what do you look for in an actor or an actress to see 

if they’re right for the part? 

3. When you get an actress who hasn’t acted much before that has such a tall order for the 

part (multiple languages, she’s in every scene) where does one start to coach this actress 

with a clean slate and a lot of work ahead of her? 

4. How can you tell when two actors are really listening to one another and are fully 

available to one another? How can you help them? 

5. Since you’ve worked with me before, it seemed pretty easy for you to spot my habits and 

jump on them early; how long would you say it takes to get a feel for an actor you don’t 

know, or maybe haven’t worked with for years? 

6. How do you help an actor who’s stuck on a moment or unsure of an instruction? 

7. What does an actor or an actress need to be a good scene partner and a good 

communicator to the audience? 

8. Would you please tell me about your style of moving from blocking to working the finer 

details? Character nuances and such? 
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9. How does one balance the concentration we’ve worked on with paying attention in the 

scene? Is concentration separate from paying attention? Why or why not? 

10. How do rituals like group warm-ups and the F and C help a group prepare for a 

performance? 

 

Data Analysis 

 Sara’s interviews revealed insight into how directors approach their actors and strengthen 

their communication. It is often easier to direct someone with less experience because there are 

fewer bad habits ingrained as communication barriers. Actors are more flexible when they do not 

overthink and when they are more willing to let their director give them new suggestions. Sara’s 

philosophy coincides with a Zen parable described in William Esper’s 2008 acting book. In 

Esper’s book, a student goes to a Zen master in hopes of studying with him. The student babbled 

about his previous studies, his understanding, and his passions. The Zen master prepared tea and 

purposely overflowed the student’s cup, spilling hot tea over the table. The Zen master said the 

student’s mind was like that teacup; it was too full, and the master could not put anything in it 

himself. Similarly, actors need to “empty their cups” or the director cannot fill them 

himself/herself. Acting communication, according to Sara and in coincidence with Esper’s 

teachings, thus requires a kind of mental vulnerability and a required relaxation.  

There is also an emotional vulnerability that accompanies the mental vulnerability. 

Vulnerability is risky because one feels the pressure to protect oneself from embarrassment. It is 

also risky because this play’s relationships are intimate; it is difficult to be intimate with people 

you are not in an intimate relationship with. Actors playing an intimate scene have to jump 

straight to an intimate connection level instead of naturally progressing all through the 
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relationship stages. This ensemble’s play had several such scenes: Laura’s character had to talk 

about his wife’s death, Jesse had to talk about feeling unimportant, and Lance and Natalya had 

vulnerable love scenes. Intimacy is committing “further to the other person and establish a 

relationship in which this individual becomes your best or closest friend, lover, or companion” 

(DeVito, 2013). This deep connection is risky when there is not an intimate history between the 

people in the relationship. It is hard for people who barely know one another to intimately act as 

lovers; this is something that actors nevertheless must do not only with imagination, but with 

what Sara calls “a generosity of themselves. Being a good scene partner is understanding [your] 

place in the moment and being able to then open up.” Sara says building the ensemble as a 

family is a crucial part of building the onstage relationships. Intimacy requires trust, and Sara 

says her actors must build themselves as a unit in real life to bring honesty in their onstage 

communication skills. 

Sara says her leadership style adapts to the stage of rehearsals. It is important to push the 

actors to get the play on its feet as quickly as possible, because the sooner the play gets on its 

feet, the sooner the actors can experiment with character choices. Directors need to pull back and 

let actors bring their own choices in the beginning before pulling in the reigns. Directors become 

more picky and demanding when opening night gets closer, because there comes a time when 

actors have to stop experimenting and narrow down the play’s direction. Sometimes the actors 

need to watch the director physically demonstrate what the director is looking for when the 

actors struggle to take a note. Finally, once opening night arrives, the director has to pull back a 

final time so the actors can feel the play is theirs. A sense of ownership lets the actors feel free 

enough to perform the play relaxed and confident. Sara’s leadership approach is close to one 

described in situational leadership theory. Situational theory leaders know when they have to 
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focus on tasks over relationships, and vice versa. A flexible leader may “modify the amount of 

power {he/she has}. If you are reluctant to use coercive power, or if you don’t have enough 

legitimate power, you can earn referent and charismatic power by demonstrating your leadership 

ability” (DeVito, 2013). It all depends on what power the situation calls for.  
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FINDINGS 

Listening and Lines 

 The early rehearsals reveal a communication block because the communication is more 

focused on the lines than on the acting values. At the first table read, actors sit around a table and 

read through the script. Sara says the table read is a common communication ritual in most 

theatres because it allows the actors to hear how the lines sound bouncing off one another 

without worrying about where to stand or look. The actors bury their noses in the scripts because 

the lines are not committed to memory. This self-focus persists into the blocking stage, where the 

actors work on where to stand and when to move. Actors walk with their scripts in hand, and 

usually look at the script more than they do at the other person. There is a necessary focus on 

what lines come next, because the actors are not yet familiar with lines. Actors who put their 

scripts in smaller folders have an easier time communicating than those who use bulkier binders 

and take more time turning the pages. Actors’ listening strengthens once the actors learn their 

lines and can be more mindful of what the other person says instead of just waiting for their next 

line. Listening requires a mindfulness that distinguishes it from simple hearing, “Hearing is 

basically a passive process that occurs without any attention or effort on your part; hearing is 

mindless. Listening… is very different; listening is mindful” (DeVito, 2013).  

 The effort required for listening has to focus on the lines before the actors can truthfully 

listen to one another. Actors are limited in verbal communication because they must say their 

lines, and as such focus on staying present with the text before they can be present to one 

another. An actor hears when he/she focuses on lines; an actor listens when he/she focuses on 

his/her partner. Acting teacher William Esper elaborates on this principle from an acting 

perspective during one of his discussions with a student: 
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“An actor who makes himself the focus of his attention becomes self-conscious 

and paralyzed. Fortunately, the placement of your concentration can be controlled 

by your will. You can place your concentration where you want it to be… where 

should your concentration be?” 

Dom: “On listening?” 

“That’s right” (2008). 

Lance, Jesse, Laura, and Natalya placed more concentration on one another once they 

memorized their lines. The scripts no longer demanded their attention, so they could instead use 

their efforts to listen. Acting teacher Sanford Meisner says true listening comes from taking 

one’s response off the other person and not off of a preconceived notion from one’s script or 

preparation. Meisner says, “Don’t do anything unless something makes you do it…. What you 

do doesn’t depend on you; it depends on the other fellow” (1987). True listening thus demands a 

whole body response, so it is thus not done merely with one’s ears. When the body is insecure 

about where it should move or what it should say, an unconscious selfishness takes hold of the 

actor and they cannot give that generosity of themselves Sara talks about. Yet Lance, Jesse, 

Laura, and Natalya bettered their listening once the scripts left their hands. Lance and Jesse were 

able to better pick up on one another’s nonverbal communication; Jesse took his responses off of 

Lance’s facial expressions, and Lance took his responses off of Jesse’s hand gestures. Lance and 

Jesse’s characters had a scene where they reconnected after they had not seen one another for 

years. Originally, the two did not look at one another much during the scene, even after they 

were memorized. As time passed and Lance and Jesse got to know one another, their scene work 

had more warmth, smiling, and eye contact. There was a stronger energy that came with real 

friendship.  
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Physical Spontaneity  

  As listening improved, so did the actors’ physical communication. It is difficult for 

actors to repeatedly rehearse the same movements and make it look fresh every night. Most 

actors operate on a type of mindlessness where they repeat what worked last night instead of 

investing in the new moment in front of them. Many acting experts interpret this kind of “going 

through the motions” as an inauthentic communication because the actors do not listen or use the 

stimuli in front of them. They communicate with their muscle memory to reproduce what 

worked the night before instead of communicating with their scene partner to discover a new 

moment. Silverberg (1994) describes this dilemma: 

  “The majority of our theatre is a theatre where nothing is really happening,  

nothing is really happening right now. Not only is right now all that we have  

available to us in life, it is absolutely the key to LIFE on the stage. Yet most 

actors are reproducing what has been done before. Attempting to repeat what 

‘clicked’ in rehearsal or to recapture what ‘wowed!’ last night’s audience” (2). 

Laura and Natalya suffered from this in the earlier rehearsal stages. They were the only two 

actors in the second scene, and this was the scene that got rehearsed the most. Laura and Natalya 

often showed up earlier than Lance and Jesse to rehearse their scene, and their scene frequently 

needed Sara’s guidance. Sara says she gets onstage herself and walks through the motions to help 

a struggling actor. Laura and Natalya’s scene needed the most demonstrations. First, the 

actresses needed Sara to clarify what Sara was looking for. Once the ensemble got further into 

the rehearsal stage, Laura and Natalya needed help on how to keep their movements 

spontaneous. Laura was instructed to sit at a table and go through some luggage, but she kept 

forgetting what to take out of her suitcase. Her movements looked mechanical and forced; she 
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also picked up a phone and started talking without thinking of dialing first and sipping from a 

cup without first filling it. Laura focused more on making a spectacle of herself than from taking 

her response off of what Natalya did.  

 Laura and Natalya became physically tense the longer they worked. They needed practice 

to make the gestures look authentic. Sara claims the only way to spontaneity is repetition because 

the more you drill an action, the sooner it eventually becomes second nature. Laura and Natalya 

grew exhausted from the repetition, and although they were tense for most of rehearsals, the 

physical actions did look spontaneous and justified by opening night. Her physical actions did 

not look perfect every night, but organic behavior was more constant once the show opened. 

Working physical behavior seems like lifting weights- it can be hard and tense while lifting the 

weights because you are not used to it, but if you persist in doing it, it eventually becomes easier. 

Once the physicality is second nature, its messages become clear. 

 Nonverbal behavior must communicate as much information (if not more) onstage as the 

lines. Nonverbal behavior has to provide insight into the characters’ relationships, mental and 

emotional life, and struggles. Guerrero and Hecht say communication scholars back up the 

significance in nonverbal communication: 

 “[scholars] are in general agreement that nonverbal messages are essential in  

accomplishing the following: (1) creating first impressions and person 

perceptions, (2) sending relational messages such as closeness, intimacy, and 

distance, (3) expressing emotions…. and (5) sending messages of power and 

persuasion” (2008). 

Actors give a first impression of their characters when they walk onstage. They communicate 

what their relationship is to the other person onstage, what emotions their characters feel, and 
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they communicate power and status. These messages have to be clear to help the audience follow 

the story. When gestures are forced, they communicate an actor’s struggle in place of a 

character’s struggle, and audiences can often tell the difference. This struggle steals focus from 

the actors’ messages and fogs their clarity. It often took a deal of physical discipline and patient 

persistence to get Laura and Natalya to a point where they could clearly communicate their 

relationship and struggles without distracting the audience with forced gestures. Tension in the 

rehearsal stage is worth pressing through to reach a point of creative relaxation come opening 

night. 

Leadership Styles 

 Sara adjusted her leadership style depending on the stage of rehearsals and what the 

actors needed from her. In the early rehearsals, the actors needed a lot of help from Sara; they did 

not know where to stand, or where to say certain lines. Sara was a task-motivated leader when 

the show was missing its general shape and structure. There was a lot of work to do, and the 

actors needed a strong leader to guide them. Task-motivated leaders do well when the project has 

“an unclear and unstructured task” (Engleberg & Wynn, 2013). The ensemble has a structured 

script, but an uncertainty on how to start learning it and putting it onstage. Sara was stricter to the 

actors she has worked with before than she was to the actors who had never worked with her 

before. Laura and Jesse had previously done shows for Sara before; Sara knows their acting 

habits and says she quickly jumps on their problems early so she can focus on those she is not 

familiar with. Sara watches her actors during breaks to study their natural nonverbal habits so she 

can recognize what onstage gestures are conscious acting choices, and which gestures look like 

an actor’s natural gestures that may or may not be unconscious. 
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 Laura and Jesse sometimes became frustrated with Sara criticizing them early on, while 

Lance and Natalya (especially because of her inexperience) were not initially harshly criticized. 

Laura became frustrated when Sara kept repeating instructions, and Sara spoke harsher when 

Laura struggled as opposed to when Natalya struggled in the same scene. Sara was harsher when 

instructing Jesse than Lance in the male-male scenes. Whereas Lance would be told to make his 

gestures seem more real, Sara told Jesse to use his hands more vigorously, stand with his feet 

further apart, and to make more facial looks of surprise. Jesse’s instructions were more detailed, 

and sometimes it was frustrating because it looked like Sara was picking on him (and likewise 

with Laura). Sara lost her temper more easily with Laura and Jesse even when Lance and 

Natalya were struggling more in the scenes. Sara kept her direction firm and harsh in the early 

rehearsals, even when it risked offending Laura or Jesse. This may be because Laura and Jesse 

felt (since they had worked with Sara before) they deserved more artistic license. The theatre is a 

context of creativity and seniority; people are expect to own their communication more than in 

most other contexts, because actors more directly acknowledge their acting communication is 

creation. Actors are pickier with their communication because they treat it like an art, and 

because they get to have the same conversations night after night onstage. Actors hold more 

ownership over their communication choices, and as such take it personally when directors 

criticize their choices. The director may see it as giving an instruction, but the actor may see it as 

an insult (however small) to their work. A situational leader thus has to keep in mind that “both a 

leader and his or her followers might react differently to the same situation” (Kramer & Shuffler, 

2014). Sara needs to bear in mind how personal actors may take notes if they are given too early 

or harshly. It might make the actors’ behavior more pensive and hesitant at future rehearsals if 

the actors feel they cannot express themselves without criticism. Actors’ relationships with the 
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director may suffer during the early stages of rehearsal because there can be a feeling of us vs. 

her when the director jumps on actors’ choices. When this occurs, both directors may respond 

with stricter ground rules, and the actors may respond with negative attitudes towards the 

director. Leaders, however, need to stick to their rules when tasks get difficult and/or they 

become difficult leaders to work with, “due to the unstable and novel nature of the situation, the 

leader might fall back on what he/she knows and feel that structure is more necessary than before 

to regain order. On the other hand, his or her followers might feel that there is no reason for them 

to operate within a strict structure if they have reason to believe that their higher level leaders are 

unethical” (Kramer & Shuffler, 2014). The actors talked backstage about Sara to vent some of 

their frustrations, but these frustrations mainly focused on how hard the work was, and not 

attacks against Sara’s person. 

 Actors’ frustrations may have escalated to attacking Sara if she had not switched being 

more of a relationship-motivated leader. Sara had to care for the actors themselves in addition to 

the task at hand, or she would have been left with a “structured task but an uncooperative group 

of followers” (Engleberg & Wynn, 2013). Sara shifted her leadership style once the blocking was 

solid and the actors laid the basic foundation of character work. Sara says she shifts to that kind 

of style when the actors have rehearsed repeatedly to the point where they are “ready” to shift to 

working on spontaneity and finer details. There is a cultural shift from the ensemble feeling more 

individualistic (learn your lines, take your notes, worry about your blocking) to feeling more 

collectivistic (work off your partner, worry about the piece as a whole). The shift in rehearsal 

urgency (closer to opening night and feeling confident in the foundation worked for in the early 

stages) asks for the actors to focus more on the ensemble than themselves as individuals. Now 

that the lines are learned and the movements are set, the group focuses on its synergy and 
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interpersonal connection. The ensemble’s situation changes, and everyone must adapt to the 

second rehearsal stage, “certain types of situations may evoke shifts in cultural norms at the 

individual, unit, organizational, and national levels” (Kramer & Shuffler, 2014). Sara had to be at 

the helm of that shift in focusing on relationships over the task. The play’s framework was set in 

place, and now everyone had to add character details like more physical habits and deepening 

emotional preparation for the scenes. Actors reached a deeper vulnerability for the deeper scenes, 

which led to tears onstage and more believability. Synergy became more important to build the 

actors’ onstage chemistry. Once the actors understand what Sara wants from them, and once they 

can give her what she wants to see, the actors are free to put more of their own instinctual 

communication choices back into the show. Building relationships at this rehearsal stage helps 

the actors feel confident to take more risks and trust their instincts again. 

Nonverbal Communication Development 

 The rehearsal process saw an overall increase in nonverbal communication skill 

proficiency. Actors primarily did not focus on nonverbal communication during the earliest 

rehearsals because they were focused on where to stand and what to say. Actors did not make 

much eye contact or do many hand gestures in those rehearsals because they held their scripts 

and kept looking down at them. Actors did not use many nonverbal signals even once the actors 

put their scripts down. Sara said active listening depends on using the entire body; actors cannot 

stand rigid and act from the neck up (make facial gestures but stand rigid with their arms stiff at 

their sides). Actors often nonverbally act like this when they overthink or are stuck on their lines. 

When you think in your head, you act from your head, and your choices do not leap into the 

body. The body has to stay sensitive so it can communicate a message with the slightest impulse, 

“The actor’s body is maintained in condition not to feel or look good, but to remain vigilant and 
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sensitive to outside stimulus. The body needs to connect fluidly to the senses so the target 

registers immediately… Ideally {the actor} will respond without actually thinking” (Donnellan, 

2002). Thought can thus be an obstacle to onstage nonverbal communication believability. When 

actors do not mindfully use their bodies, they send gestures that are not totally justified or 

consistent. The behaviors’ messages are then not as clear to the audience. Consistency is key to a 

message’s clarity, so nonverbal communication is “signs and symbols… that qualify as potential 

messages by virtue of their regular and consistent use and interpretation” (Hart & Keeley, 1994). 

Sara made a leadership choice to encourage the actors to be more mindful of their nonverbal 

messages to help story clarity. If an actor understands the message they have to give and listens 

with their whole body, their gestures make sense and the audience follows along.  

 Gestures were especially important for Natalya because most of her dialogue was in 

Hebrew. Her character was an Israeli woman stuck in America with no knowledge of English. A 

central problem of the play is the other characters trying to figure out how to communicate with 

Natalya’s character. Sara said Natalya’s nonverbal behavior had to be so insightful that the 

audience could follow along as much as possible (most local audiences do not speak Hebrew). 

Theatre does not allow subtitles like film, so Natalya had to mime her requests and try to 

communicate nonverbally as much as possible. The other characters cannot understand Natalya’s 

character, but Sara stressed the audience must understand. Audiences should always follow the 

onstage communication, even when the other characters cannot follow the action; this is a key 

aspect for comedy. Natalya required outside rehearsals with Sara to work on nonverbal clarity, 

because Natalya had the most difficult role even though she had the least amount of acting 

experience. She was instructed more than any other actor to take her time and work in the early 

rehearsals. Sara frequently demonstrated what gestures she was looking for, where to look, and 
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how to adjust movements’ intensity according to the moment. Natalya worked with activity and 

trait cues, which are “solitary activities such as going for a walk… but also interpersonal 

activities such as kissing, hugging… touching {activity cues}… trait cues made reference to the 

other person’s typical behaviors… {an example is} the other person typically shows this 

expression when emotional” (Guerrero & Hecht, 2004). Activity cues and trait cues work as road 

maps for the audience to follow a character’s journey; activity cues are ways to follow a 

character’s actions, while trait cues help the audience follow the character’s emotions. These 

have to be carefully planned and clear for a foreign character. Some nonverbal cues are 

universally recognized by most cultures, such as some emotional facial cues, “Some emotional 

messages, such as smiling when you are happy and frowning when you are sad, are easily 

understood” (Guerrero & Hecht, 2004). Careful attention to nonverbal detail was crucial during 

the early rehearsal stages; once Natalya had repeatedly practiced nonverbal clarity, those cues 

looked more natural in the later stages of rehearsals. Natalya’s nonverbal communication looked 

spontaneous and justified by opening night. 

Chemistry Onstage and Offstage 

The actors’ onstage chemistry developed alongside the ensemble’s backstage chemistry. 

Communicating with one another in real life familiarizes the actors with one another’s rhythms 

and energy. Originally, the male actors tended to interact with one another more than the 

actresses. This may have been because the actors mainly had scenes with one another, while the 

actresses had scenes with themselves. The seven scenes were: 1) Jesse runs into Lance and the 

two of them try to find out how to communicate with the Hebrew-speaking Natalya, 2) Jesse and 

Lance talk alone about what to do with Natalya, 3) Natalya and Laura speak in a flashback (both 

speak English so the audience can understand, although it is implied the characters are speaking 
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Hebrew), 4) Jesse and Lance reconnect as friends after Natalya leaves the room early, 5) Natalya 

speaks with Laura in another short flashback, 6) Natalya and Lance bond over dinner as they try 

to learn one another’s language, and 7) Natalya takes Lance back to Israel as Jesse bids them 

goodbye. Lance and Jesse never had any scenes with Laura, and Jesse and Lance had more stage 

time in their scenes than with Natalya. Sara liked to run the female scenes more often than the 

male scenes, so the males had more chances to sit around and chat backstage while the actresses 

rehearsed their scenes onstage with Sara. Sara told the actors to run lines backstage when not 

working with her; although Lance and Jesse did run lines backstage, the conversation usually 

spilled over into talking about their personal lives. The more time Lance and Jesse spent talking 

to one another, the more their relationship developed, “When an individual or performer plays 

the same part to the same audience on different occasions, a social relationship is likely to arise” 

(Goffman, 1959). The actors were, in a sense, playing themselves to one another regularly 

backstage, so a relationship arose. The actors may have developed a stronger relationship with 

the crowd if they had performed for the same audience every night. The actors preferred to talk 

about themselves backstage rather than work on their parts. Casual conversation made the work 

easier and made the actors more comfortable around one another. Jesse and Lance were 

supposed to be friends in the play, and spending more time with one another backstage helped 

make it easier for them to play friends onstage. Lance and Jesse’s chemistry grew throughout the 

rehearsal process; their comfort levels with one another grew even when the play struggled and 

Sara provided harsh feedback. Lance and Jesse’s bond was impervious to any fluctuations in the 

actors’ relationship with the director.  

Natalya and Laura developed a similar bond because they spent more time with one 

another. Sara spent more time working their scenes than with Lance and Jesse, so Laura and 
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Natalya had to work harder than the males. They grew close in their struggles together, and 

Natalya grew closer to Sara than any other actor. Sara privately coached Natalya throughout the 

show at overcoming nerves, acting in a foreign language, and conveying messages with 

nonverbal communication. Frequent contact created likability amongst the ensemble, and 

stronger bonds developed where there was more contact. Stronger bonds led to more ease 

onstage, and relaxation often lead to stronger performances. This leads to the conclusion actors 

have stronger performances where there is more chemistry between them. 
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IMPLICATIONS 

Repetition and Progress 

 Does repetition of group rehearsals strengthen an ensemble’s spontaneity in their 

onstage communication, or does repeatedly drilling a scene make actors’ responses and 

movements rigid? Overall, repetition does make an ensemble’s spontaneity stronger. Actors 

become tense during the repetition, but the repetition helps get the tension out of the way so the 

actors feel comfortable with their material. It is like an athlete training hard so they do not have 

to worry about technique during the game; they trust their work and can pay attention to the 

moment-to-moment changes. Repetition serves to strengthen onstage communication by 

ensuring the actors’ understanding of their jobs and preparing them for every possible mistake 

that could happen onstage. Onstage communication develops with time. There are many factors 

that strengthen listening skills, nonverbal communication, interpersonal chemistry, and the 

director’s leadership style. Sara believes the trick is to make acting look spontaneous, but that 

only ironically comes through repetition. Sara says repetition eventually makes communication 

second nature, so that actors do not have to think about their preparation during their 

performances. Repetition makes the weight of the actor’s preparation seem like less of a burden. 

Repetition makes things easier in the long run, which is important because acting communication 

is difficult when it remains complicated. Repetition lays the foundation for an actor’s work 

because it lets the director lay the groundwork for movement and basic character choices. Those 

choices become second nature through repetition, and everything the actor has to do becomes 

simpler. Repetition removes complication and allows the actor to trust their instincts once that 

groundwork is laid, “you cannot act anything which is complicated… anytime an actor goes to 

act, they must never know more than two or three things. But of course selecting those two or 
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three things is the challenge that keeps the actor {guessing}… instincts will do a great deal if 

{actors} decide to trust them” (DiMarco & Esper, 2008). Sara confirmed this in her interview; 

the only way to achieve spontaneity is through merciless repetition. 

Collaborative Environment 

 Does an ensemble’s onstage and offstage synergy fluctuate depending on the stage of 

rehearsal? The ensemble’s synergy backstage remains positive, while relationships with the 

director fluctuate depending on the rehearsal stage. The director-actor relationships grow tense 

when repetition is the hardest in the early rehearsals, but relationships become more positive 

when the work nears completion and work runs the smoothest. Actor-actor chemistry onstage 

deepens as rehearsals progress. This happens because the actors get better at communicating with 

practice. More exposure and repetition may seem tiresome at times, but eventually leads to a 

comfortable and believable level of synergy onstage. Repetition gets the relationships to where 

they need to be, but the repetition’s intensity can sometimes strain the ensemble’s dynamics and 

relationships. Sara is always the head of the group, but her methods create fluctuations in the 

group’s harmony. The earlier stages of rehearsals see initial struggles when Sara is task-

motivated and drills her repetition. There remains a close bond among the ensemble actors, 

especially among the actors who share the most scenes together. The environment feels heavy 

with responsibilities and stress during these initial rehearsals. Even though the performances are 

weeks away, the actors seem to feel more stress at the beginning. They do not have as much 

artistic license, and do not feel comfortable with the movements or the lines. Yet the rehearsals 

must make the work like second nature, so the performances not only seem natural, but also 

risky. Metaphorically, rehearsals are about running safety drills with parachutes over and over 

before the actors actually jump out of a plane in the performances. Performances are where 
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actors rely on their instincts and take risks because they have already absorbed the work in 

rehearsals. Yet Sara uses her repetition method to ensure the work is done, and the actors do not 

have to fear not knowing the work,  “A healthy working atmosphere, where we can risk and fail, 

is indispensible. Fear corrodes this trust, undermines our confidence and clots our work. And the 

rehearsal must feel safe so that the performance may seem dangerous” (Donnellan, 2002). 

 Sara acts as though it is worth offending people with blunt notes, vigorous repetition, and 

little slack to make people feel safe in the work. The actors are uncomfortable in the earlier 

rehearsals, but they are safe once the foundation is locked and they do not have to go back over it 

anymore. The early grit is worth the calm wit later in the process. Once the ensemble reaches 

that point, then it is time to add more depth to the relationships on and off the stage. This causes 

the ensemble to shift to a relationship-motivated group guided by a relationship-motivated 

leader. The environment feels friendlier and carries less tension; this allows instincts to come out 

more, but the impulses do not step on the rooted foundation work established in the earlier 

rehearsals. The stage feels more like the actor’s territory and less like the director’s domain. 

Power becomes more equal, and the actors bring more of themselves into the role. Relationships 

become more harmonious backstage, because everyone is working in higher spirits and the play 

moves at a faster pace. There are fewer stops for notes and corrections, so the pace of the 

communication is more lifelike. The characters are more believable, and the communication is 

not rigid or too repetitive; every time the actors experience a scene, it seems like it is happening 

for the first time. 

A Genuine Transition 

 At what point do actors stop sounding like actors and start sounding like people? 

There is no single moment where the actors make that transition. Actors all develop their skills 
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and believability at different times, and actors still make mistakes during the later stages of 

rehearsals. There is no consistent pattern to describe exactly when actors become believable, but 

it is safe to say a huge transition of believability comes when the lines are memorized and the 

scripts are set down. Awkward physical behavior subsided as the actors became more familiar 

with the lines and movement. Actors frequently bumped into things when they carried their 

scripts in their hands, and constantly looked to Sara for help when they felt blocked. Mental 

blocks carry over into physical blocks, and the audience can see when an actor is stuck. Losing 

the script gives an actor more freedom to feel more a part of the world they have created. 

Holding a script seems to anchor an actor into the real world and shackles them from fully 

investing in the creative world. The script ironically connects and inhibits the actor, depending 

on one’s grasp of the material and his/her willingness to let go of the work when it is time. An 

actor’s relationship to their script depends on trust. If an actor can trust himself/herself, he/she 

can communicate with little inhibition, “It reminds me of a wonderful quote from Goethe: ‘As 

soon as you trust yourself, you will know how to live’” (DiMarco & Esper, 2008).  

 This leads to the overall and final conclusion that acting communication is not so much 

learning how to communicate, but rather learning how to not get in your own way of 

communicating. When you are prescribed behavior and words, it takes trust to physically, 

mentally, and emotionally get yourself to naturally communicate. The shifts in ensemble 

relationships, director leadership styles, mental mindsets, physical comfort, and organic reaction 

reflect that developing trust, “Once you’ve honed your craft to the point where it’s a part of you, 

then you’re free to put your whole attention on interpreting the part” (DiMarco & Esper, 2008). 

At that point, the ensemble and the audience are ready to experience a heightened but 

nevertheless genuine form of interpersonal communication. 
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A Director’s Leadership  

 Ensembles tend to support the director’s leadership regardless of leadership style. It 

appears the actors may at times resent authoritative leadership but put up with the harsh 

directions. Leadership increasingly becomes laissez-faire during a play production; the director 

gradually backs off as the rehearsals get closer to opening night. The leader’s presence lingers 

onstage even after the actors are given more artistic license and are not as closely monitored. The 

actors seem to remember Sara’s instructions and appear more adept at delivering Sara’s vision. 

Leadership manifests itself as the actors’ onstage conscience; its voice is louder during the earlier 

rehearsals when trying to narrow down what it wants actors to do, but subsides when actors have 

a consistent work pattern. Sara did not even watch the show every single night; some nights she 

stayed at the box office to help manage the door. She even told the ensemble on opening night, 

“This is your show now; you know how to do it.” It is as though Sara makes the ensemble build 

train tracks the direction she wants them to build, but once the tracks are built, she is confident in 

the train’s ability to operate once the tracks are set. Laissez-faire leadership believes “there is a 

strong belief that the employees know their jobs best so leave them alone to do their jobs” 

(Goodnight, 2004). Sara is meticulous in building those tracks so the actors fully know how to do 

their jobs, but she is able to trust her actors once she is confident in their abilities. Theatre 

leadership has to be flexible to adapt to its actors’ needs. However, the fact that the director is the 

link between the script and the actors’ work forces the actors to respect the director’s authority 

and accept the director’s ideas as truth. The director may be willing to hear an actor’s ideas, but 

the ensemble universally accepts that the director has the final say, even during the laissez-fare 

stages of rehearsing.  
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Ensemble Relationships 

 Theatre relationships are strong because of the high exposure levels. Rehearsals were a 

month and a half long, six days a week, and four hours a day. Small numbers in the ensemble 

allow them to feel like they all are valuable, and everyone has a part to play (in more ways than 

one). As theatre people work together on their parts, a stronger bond arises because everyone 

seems to find the work enjoyable and respects the hard work everyone puts in. The emotionally 

vulnerable aspect of the work makes the ensemble respect one another having the courage to be 

vulnerable. The more actors interact with one another, the more influences they have on one 

another, “interaction (that is, face-to-face, interaction) may be roughly defined as the reciprocal 

influence of individuals upon one another's actions when in one another's immediate physical 

presence” (Goffman, 1959). Actors influence one another’s actions in real life when they 

disclose information about themselves; they encourage one another to be comfortable and to 

have a good time. Actors encourage one another backstage, support one another, and cheer one 

another up when one of them has a bad night. They also spend so much time influencing one 

another onstage and building onstage chemistry that some of that connection lingers off the 

stage. There is a sense of childlike play to the work and keeps relationships light and playful. 

Actors make a lot of jokes backstage and keep things light, which reduces tension. Actors seem 

to be more creative when there is less tension, which reaches the conclusion that groups are more 

productive and creative when their relationships are light, friendly, and positive.  

Theatrical Nonverbal Communication 

 Nonverbal communication is a significant aspect of theatrical communication. The actors 

have to communicate with the audience as clearly as they communicate with one another. The 

audience follows along more when the actors move and indicate what they are feeling; if the 
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actors stood still with scripts in hand, the audience does not follow along as well because they 

receive fewer messages from the actors. There need to be certain nonverbal signals like facial 

expressions, hand gestures, and eye contact. Sara said several times during rehearsals that as 

soon as actors start losing movement, the audience starts losing story. This does not mean actors 

should move incessantly; it means actors must move and gesture where the story demands it. 

Lance and Jesse cannot sit down and speak quietly when the script demands that they panic over 

how to communicate with Natalya. The audience will not believe it, because it does not look like 

a real problem. In a real panic, people frantically move about to deal with the tension inside them 

and the tension facing them. Jesse and Lance have to use larger movements and louder voice to 

separate that panic moment from the calmer parts of the story. Different nonverbal messages 

communicate different meanings, and those messages build story arc and illustrate shifts in 

scenes’ psychology. Those shifts are not as clear when the actors solely focus on verbal 

messages and pay little attention to nonverbal messages. This reaffirms a communication belief 

that nonverbal messages are as important (and sometimes more important) than verbal messages, 

“When we think of communications, we tend to focus only on the words themselves. That marks 

[a] problem. The fact is that the vast majority of communications is accomplished via nonverbal 

means” (Interpreters & Translators, 2010). Therefore, any acting without nonverbal 

communication is incomplete and will never be as clear as acting with justified nonverbal 

communication. 
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